
          IBI　INC.

             3F AdvantageⅡ Bldg, 2-4-3, Higashi Nihonbashi,

              Chuo-ku, Tokyo, 103-0004, Japan

             TEL 03-5809-1936  FAX 03-5835-1165

IBI TOUR TRANSPORTATION TARIFF

(Applicable from October 01, 2018 to September 30, 2020)

Haneda airport transfer TOYOTRA HIACE

 Price

◆Haneda Airport ⇔ Tokyo 23 wards only ¥24,000

◆ Other areas

　Mitaka city. Musashino city ¥29,000

　Tokyo Disneyland ¥26,600

　Yokohama city (inc-Pier/Nishi-KU・Naka-ku) ¥30,300

   Hakone area (Hakone Yumoto, Gora area) ¥66,400

   Lake Yamanaka (lake  side area ¥73,500

   Kawaguchi-ko (lakeside area) ¥76,600

   Atami hot spring area ¥76,600

   Nikko (Tobu Nikko station) ¥101,400

　Extension fee (0.5 hour / every 7.5 km ¥3,700

   English driver

   Late night extra charge: use of 22: 00-05: 00

 ※Includes toll road fares to Tokyo23words.

Narita airport transfer TOYOTRA HIACE

販売参考価格

◆Narita Airport ⇔ Tokyo 23 wards only ¥44,000

◆ Other areas will be quoted separately

    Hakone area (Hakone Yumoto, Gora) ¥103,400

　Extension fee (0.5 hour / every 7.5 km ¥3,700

   English driver

   Late night extra charge: use of 22: 00-05: 00

 ※ Includes toll road fares to Tokyo23words.

Sightseeing plan(example) TOYOTRA HIACE

販売参考価格

◆ Departur or Arrival within from tokyo23

    Tokyo sightseeing 4 hours / 35 km ¥38,800

    Sightseeing in Tokyo 6 hours / 40 km ¥53,600

    Yokohama (City area) 8 hours / 120 km ¥69,200

    Kamakura (Enoshima) 8 hours / 140 km ¥81,900

    Hakone (inc Gotemba) 9 hours / 250 km ¥124,500

    Fuji + Hakone 10 hours / 270 km ¥136,200

    Nikko sightseeing 10 hours / 300 km ¥147,800

 　Extension fee (0.5 hour / every 7.5 km) ¥3,700

　 Additional fee for English conversation driver

 　※ We will quote according to time / distance.

　Information

¥2,000

20% Add(Fare only)

¥3,000

20% Add(Fare only)

\1.000/Per hour

¥3,200

 Price Price

¥49,000

¥64,000

¥43,600

¥57,800

¥76,500

¥116,700

¥127,500

 ※ Directly only to the hotel or location.If there are other transit points, it is possible with Extension fee .

¥23,800

¥55,600

¥25,000

¥62,400

¥65,200

¥65,200

¥95,500

¥3,500

¥87,600

¥3,200

¥68,500

¥71,500

¥71,500

TOYOTA ALPHARD No specified(Sedan or Alphard)

TOYOTA ALPHARD No specified(Sedan or Alphard)

¥37,000

¥97,500

¥3,500

¥35,000

¥89,600

¥137,900

¥3,500

¥70,000

¥105,600

¥115,200

¥124,000

TOYOTA ALPHARD No specified(Sedan or Alphard)

 Price  Price

¥35,000

 Price Price

¥30,800

¥20,000

¥23,600

¥27,100

¥61,500

¥18,000

¥19,300

¥23,000

 ※ Directly only to the hotel or location/If there are other transit points, it is possible with Extension fee .

¥3,200

 　※ Please understand that it is not possible to add a stopover at the airport transfer from the hotel

　 ※ For other notes / cancellation fee, please check on the homepage.

　 ※ For interpreters or sightseeing tour guides, please inquire separately

　 ※ Departures and departures are always within the 23 wards of Tokyo and will be operated for sightseeing purposes.

　 ※ Arrival at Narita Airport / Haneda Airport includes free Meeting Service by Japanese Staff or Driver

 　※ Including Express- fee / Meal and Admission fee etc is excluded.(Not include expressway fee  4 hours / 6 hours of Tokyo Sight seeing  Plan)

　 ※ We will use  minivan taxi type vehicle(Toyota Alphard)/Sedan car(Toyota Crown)/HIACE(Toyota HIACE grandcabin)


